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ABSTRACT: Knowledge of protein subcellular localization assists
in the elucidation of protein function and understanding of different
biological mechanisms that occur at discrete subcellular niches.
Organelle-centric proteomics enables localization of thousands of
proteins simultaneously. Although such techniques have successfully
allowed organelle protein catalogues to be achieved, they rely on the
purification or significant enrichment of the organelle of interest,
which is not achievable for many organelles. Incomplete separation
of organelles leads to false discoveries, with erroneous assignments.
Proteomics methods that measure the distribution patterns of
specific organelle markers along density gradients are able to assign
proteins of unknown localization based on comigration with known
organelle markers, without the need for organelle purification. These
methods are greatly enhanced when coupled to sophisticated computational tools. Here we apply and compare multiple
approaches to establish a high-confidence data set of Arabidopsis root tissue trans-Golgi network (TGN) proteins. The method
employed involves immunoisolations of the TGN, coupled to probability-based organelle proteomics techniques. Specifically, the
technique known as LOPIT (localization of organelle protein by isotope tagging), couples density centrifugation with
quantitative mass-spectometry-based proteomics using isobaric labeling and targeted methods with semisupervised machine
learning methods. We demonstrate that while the immunoisolation method gives rise to a significant data set, the approach is
unable to distinguish cargo proteins and persistent contaminants from full-time residents of the TGN. The LOPIT approach,
however, returns information about many subcellular niches simultaneously and the steady-state location of proteins.
Importantly, therefore, it is able to dissect proteins present in more than one organelle and cargo proteins en route to other
cellular destinations from proteins whose steady-state location favors the TGN. Using this approach, we present a robust list of
Arabidopsis TGN proteins.

KEYWORDS: trans-Golgi network, LOPIT, Arabidopsis thaliana, immunoisolation, phenoDisco, machine learning,
organelle proteomics

■ INTRODUCTION

Membrane trafficking is vital for all eukaryotes. The proteins
that are involved in the processes underlying membrane
trafficking have therefore received much attention. In the field
of organelle proteomics, one of the main goals is to identify the
protein composition of the subcellular compartments to gain a
better understanding of protein trafficking pathways. Organelle
protein identification is complicated by the fact that due to the
dynamic nature of membrane trafficking, it is generally hard to
distinguish cargo proteins that are en route to their final cellular
destination from full-time endomembrane residents who carry
out their function at a given location. This makes obtaining a
list of reliable marker proteins for endomembrane compart-
ments somewhat challenging.

In both plant and animal cells, biosynthetic protein
trafficking is initiated at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER),
from which newly synthesized membrane or soluble cargo
proteins are transported through the Golgi apparatus to the
trans-Golgi network (TGN) for sorting. Proteins destined to be
secreted are further trafficked to the plasma membrane (PM),
whereas proteins that traffic to the vacuole in the case of plant
cells, pass through the multi vesicular body (MVB)/prevacuolar
comparment (PVC)/late endosome (LE), as reviewed in ref 1.
Furthermore, PM proteins can undergo endocytosis. In plants,
it has been shown that for many proteins including PIN
proteins and the endocytic tracer FM4−64, their endocytosis is
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clathrin-dependent.2−4 A similar clathrin-dependent process
also exists in animal cells. All endocytosed plant PM proteins
are first delivered to the TGN, from where they are recycled to
the PM via recycling endosomes or else they are delivered via
PVCs/MVBs/LEs to the lytic vacuole for degradation.1 Many
plant PM proteins undergo constitutive endocytosis and
recycling, including the auxin-efflux carriers PIN1 and PIN2,5

the brassinosteroid receptor BRI1,6 and the boron transporter
BOR1.7 In contrast, other PM receptors are only internalized
upon ligand binding, such as the pattern recognition receptor
FLS2.8

The plant TGN is thus a highly dynamic organelle that
constitutes a major sorting center for both the biosynthetic and
endocytic pathways.9 It functions as an early endosome by
receiving endocytosed cargo from the PM10,11 and also as a
sorting station for biosynthetic cargo coming from the Golgi
and destined either to the PM/cell wall/cell plate (glyco-
proteins, cell wall polysaccharides)9,12 or to the vacuole.1,13

Given that many proteins transit through the TGN, it is
challenging to distinguish cargo proteins from TGN residents
that have a steady-state position in the TGN and carry out their
functions within this organelle. Knowledge of which proteins
fall into this latter category aids our understanding of the
sorting events taking place within the TGN.
Although there is much overlap between plant and animal

cells in the molecular machinery involved in membrane
trafficking, direct comparison between animal proteins and
their plant homologues is foolhardy because, in many cases,
they are present in different compartments.1 The GTPase
Rab5, for example, a classical marker of early endosomes in
animal cells,14,15 has three homologues in Arabidopsis. Although
RHA1/RAB-F2A and ARA7/RAB-F2b colocalize at the PVCs/
MVBs,16 plant-specific ARA6/RAN-F1 locates in different
endosome populations, although its localization overlaps to
some extent.17 The localization of animal TGN proteins thus
cannot simply be extrapolated to their plants homologues.
Many approaches ranging from low- to high-throughput have

been undertaken to determine the subcellular location of
membrane proteins. Although 2D gel-based proteomics analysis
has been utilized in the past to determine catalogues of
organelle proteins, for example, the nuclear proteome in mouse
liver18 and Arabidopsis thaliana mitochondria,19 they are not
compatible with integral membrane proteins because of
solubility issues during isoelectric focusing.20 Nongel ap-
proaches circumvent the problem of a bias toward soluble
proteins in organelle proteomics studies.
To date, many such studies have relied on organelle

purification. Methods to achieve purification include free flow
electrophoresis (FFE), where organelles are separated based on
surface charge and immunoisolation of specific vesicle
populations expressing a surface marker for which antibody
reagents are available. FFE has been used effectively to produce
enriched Golgi fractions from Arabidopsis.21 Immunoisolation
of membrane fractions has been successfully employed, for
example, in a recent study where a SYP61 compartment was
immunoisolated from Arabidopsis by targeting the TGN marker
protein SYP61. In this study, 147 proteins were found to be
associated with this compartment.22 Such methods, however,
are not able to distinguish true residents from trafficking cargo
proteins and also may carry a high level of false discoveries
without the use of carefully crafted controls. Moreover,
performance of a high number of biological replicates may
not distinguish cargo and contaminants from true residents in

an immunoisolation as proteins in both categories are likely to
persist through multiple experiments. Furthermore, any
method that results in the analysis of a single compartment
leads to a binary, present or not present, answer. Such
approaches are not well-suited, therefore, to demonstrate subtle
changes in protein localization that occur via trafficking or due
to a change in protein localization upon stimuli, which is
becoming a necessity to chart system-wide dynamic changes in
subcellular protein localization in response to perturbation23

Gradient-based quantitative proteomics techniques have
been developed, including protein correlation profiling
(PCP24) and localizaton of organelle proteins by isotope
tagging (LOPIT25), to be able to distinguish between true
residents, shared proteins, and trafficking proteins. Both PCP
and LOPIT are based on the principle developed by Christian
de Duve, whereupon separation by continuous equilibrium
density centrifugation an organelle will have a specific
distribution pattern along that gradient and proteins of
unknown localization can be assigned to organelles by
comparing their distribution patterns with those of proteins
of known localization.26 LOPIT has been successfully applied
to Arabidopsis thaliana callus,25,27,28 the DT40 lymphocyte cell
lines29 and Drosophila melanogaster.30 Recently, LOPIT has
been used to characterize novel enzymes involved in the
biosynthesis of complex polysaccharides, glycoproteins, and
glycolipids in the Golgi apparatus.31

The matching of proteins with unknown localization to
specific organelle distribution patterns in the LOPIT workflow
initially used multivariate methods such as partial least-squares
discriminant analysis (PLS-DA)25 and machine learning
methods such as support vector machine.32 The success of
using such methods to assign proteins to organelles is, however,
highly dependent on the presence of well-described organelle
clusters within the data, the degree of separation achieved
between organelle clusters across the gradient employed, and
the number of reliable known marker proteins within the data
set that can be used in classifier creation.
In the present study we apply (1) LOPIT, (2) computational

modeling, and (3) selected reaction monitoring (SRM) analysis
to characterize the TGN membrane proteome in Arabidopsis
roots. By employing this combinatorial approach, we find 5
membrane proteins already assigned to the TGN in previous
studies and importantly, 25 novel TGN membrane proteins.
Using the protein distribution profiles, a semisupervised novelty
detection algorithm33 is applied prior to any protein
classification to first identify a distinct TGN cluster in the
data without giving the algorithm any a priori information of
the existence of the TGN in the data sets generated. This
preliminary computational analysis identifies a number of TGN
candidates that then serve as input for the main supervised
machine learning classification, in which we employ the K-
nearest neighbor algorithm to classify TGN proteins. We also
demonstrate the application of SRM, a targeted proteomics
approach, to determine the distribution profiles of TGN marker
proteins. The employment of SRM analysis enables validation
of the LOPIT quantitation of TGN markers using isobaric
tagging to exemplify that the assignments are based on reliable
quantitation data. Finally, we compare our data to TGN
proteome catalogues by immunoisolation and demonstrate that
the approach presented here is capable of distinguishing TGN
residents from cargo proteins whose steady-state location in
cells is not in this organelle. This approach will aid visualization
of the dynamic trafficking processes in cells and promises to
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provide a method to interrogate dynamic events in cellular
trafficking upon perturbation.

■ MATERIAL AND METHODS

Plant Material

Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 wild-type plants and transgenic lines
expressing VHA:a1-GFP (Dettmer et al. 2006) were grown in
500 mL flasks containing 100 mL of Murashige and Skoog
(MS) liquid medium (2.2 g/L), and 10 g/L sucrose, 0.15 g/L
MES, adjusted to pH 5.7 with KOH, for 10 days under 16 h
light/8 h dark at 115 rpm and 25 °C. Roots were separated
from the green parts and ground with a mortar and pestle with
ice-cold homogenization buffer (HB, 0.17 M 8% sucrose; 1 mM
EDTA; 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5; 20 mM KCl; 1 mM DTT;
0.2% protease inhibitor cocktail sigma) (5 mL/g dry root
tissue). Debris was pelleted by centrifugation at 800g for 5 min,
and the supernatant was further centrifuged at 1500g for 5 min
to obtain a postnuclear supernatant (PNS). 4.5 mL of PNS was
loaded on top of a 1 mL 42% sucrose cushion and centrifuged
at 150 000g for 1 h at 4 °C in an MLS-50 rotor (Beckman).
Root membranes from Col-0 wild-type plants or transgenic
lines expressing VHA:a1-GFP were collected from the 42%/8%
sucrose interface and used for immunoisolation or for gradient
fractionation.

Immunoisolation

A monoclonal GFP antibody (MA1, Pierce) was coupled to
sheep antimouse magnetic beads (Dynabeads, Invitrogen) by
incubation in a rotary shaker (8 rpm) for 16 h at 4 °C in PBS
containing 2 mg/mL BSA. Beads were washed three times with
PBS-BSA and two times with immunoisolation buffer (IB: PBS
pH 7.4; 2 mM EDTA; 5% BSA). For immunoisolation, 100 μL
beads (4 × 108 beads/mL) were incubated overnight at 4 °C on
a rotary shaker with 1 to 2 mg root membranes (Col-0 or
VHA:a1-GFP) in 1 mL of IB. Beads were washed two times
with IB and three times with HB and extracted with lysis buffer
(0.05 M Tris-HCl pH 7.5; 0.5% Triton X-100; 1 mM EDTA; 1
mM PMSF; 0.15 M NaCl) for Western blot analysis and
proteomic analysis. For proteomics analysis, the immunoiso-
lates were loaded on a SDS-PAGE gel and stained with
Coomassie. Gel lanes were sliced into seven fractions for
subsequent in-gel digestion. The Coomassie stain was removed
from the gel fraction by washing three times with 80 μL of 50%
acetonitrile (ACN)/50 mM ammonium hydrogen carbonate,
reduced with 10 mM DTT for 1 h, alkylated with 5 mM
iodoacetamide for 45 min, and again washed three times with
50% ACN/50 mM ammonium hydrogen carbonate. A final
wash with 100% ACN was carried out before digestion
overnight at 37 °C with 60 μL of 0.005 μg/μL of trypsin.

Gradient Fractionation and Protein Extraction

One mL root membranes (∼0.5 mg), obtained as previously
described, were loaded on top of a 4.5 mL continuous gradient
made by using 20 and 47% sucrose solutions, and centrifuged
for 3 h at 150 000g in an MLS-50 rotor (Beckman). After
centrifugation, 0.5 mL fractions were collected from the bottom
of the gradient, sucrose concentration was measured, and the
fractions were analyzed by Western blotting and used for
proteomic analysis. The intensities of the bands obtained were
quantified using the Quantity One software (Bio-Rad
Laboratories).
Antibodies used for Western blot analysis were the following:

BiP,34 Sec21,35 SYP21 and SYP51 (both kind gifts from Prof.

David Robinson), ARF1,35 VSR1,36 H+PPase, Sec7-GNOM,37

RabA4,38 and PIN139.

Carbonate Wash

100 μL of ice-cold 162.5 mM NaCO3 was added to the 0.5 mL
gradient fractions and left incubating for 30 min on ice.
Fractions were centrifuged at 100 000g for 15 min in a
Beckman benchtop ultracentrifuge. Supernatant was removed
and kept for further analysis. Pellets were washed twice with ice
cold HPLC grade water and centrifuged at 100 000g for 10 min
in both cases. Pellets were then resolubilized in 40 μL of 8 M
urea and 0.1% SDS in 50 mM TEAB (pH 8) and sonicated for
3 × 30 s for full recovery. Protein concentration was estimated
by BCA assay (Invitrogen).

Digestion and iTRAQ Labeling

For LOPIT 1, fractions 2, 4, 6, and 8−10 (4 × 100 μg) were
taken for iTRAQ 4-plex labeling. For LOPIT 2, two iTRAQ
labelings were performed. From the 15 fractions, 2, 4, 6, and 8−
11 (LOPIT 2A, 4 × 68 μg) and 3, 4, 5, and 7 (LOPIT 2B, 4 ×
63 μg) were iTRAQ 4-plex labeled (ABSciex). After protein
estimation, each fraction was taken and reduced using TCEP
(ABSciex) and alkylated using MMTS (ABSciex). The sample
was subsequently diluted 10 times with 50 mM TEAB to bring
down the concentration of urea to 0.8 M. Trypsinisation was
performed using 2.5 μg of trypsin (TRESZQ, Worthington,
Lorne Laboratories Limited) per 100 μg and incubated for 1 h
at RT. Another batch of 2.5 μg trypsin was added and
incubated overnight. Samples were freeze-dried and stored at
−20 °C or labeled immediately. For the labeling, fractions were
dissolved in 25 μL of 1 M TEAB pH 8.0 and 75 μL ethanol,
and either the 114, 115, 116, or 117 iTRAQ label (ABSciex)
was added. The peptide/iTRAQ mix was incubated for 1 h at
RT, after which 100 μL of H2O was added to quench the
reaction. After 15 min, the samples were pooled and lyophilized
to dryness.

RP Chromatography and MS/MS

Two-dimensional peptide separation was achieved by a
combination of high and low pH reverse-phase chromatog-
raphy. A UPLC reverse-phase column (Waters, BEH C18, 2.1
× 150 mm, 1.7 μm) was utilized during the first dimension of
separation. 20 mM NH4-formate in HPLC water (pH10) was
used as hydrophilic mobile phase and ammonium formate in
HPLC water/80% ACN was used as the organic mobile phase.
Eighteen 2 min fractions were collected per gradient (75 min
gradient; 0−10 min: 0% buffer B, 10−60 min: 0→35% buffer B,
60−67 min: 100% buffer B, 67−75 min: 0% buffer B) and were
freeze-dried overnight. The freeze-dried pellets were dissolved
in 25 μL of HPLC water/3% ACN/0.1% formic acid prior MS
analysis. From the total of 25 μL, 1 μL was taken for nano-LC
ESI−MS/MS analysis. The analysis was performed on an
Orbitrap Velos (Thermo) coupled to a nanoAcquity LC
(Waters). Samples were trapped (Waters, C18, 180 μm × 20
mm), loaded on a RP column (Waters, BEH130, C18, 75 μm ×
150 mm, 1,7 μm) with a flow rate of 300 nL/min (buffer A:
HPLC H2O, 0.1% formic acid, buffer B: 100% ACN, 0.1%
formic acid, 120 min gradient; 0−100 min: 3→35% buffer B,
101−106 min: 35%→85% buffer B, 107−120 min: 3% buffer
B). Data were acquired in a top-10 data-dependent acquisition
(DDA) in HCD collision mode with a 0.5 Da precursor ion
selection window and a 30 000 resolution.
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Data Processing

For all tandem mass spectrometry experiments, msConvert40

was used to create the .mzXML files from .raw Thermo
Orbitrap files. The iSPY software (in-house software and ref
41) was used to create .mgf files that were imported in Mascot
(Matrix Science, London, U.K., version 2.3.2) for peptide
identification (TAIR 8 nonredundant protein database (27 ,234
sequences)). The search was run using the following settings:
carbamidomethyl, iTRAQ (4plex) K, iTRAQ (4plex) N-term as
fixed modifications; oxidation on methionine (M) residues and
iTRAQ (4plex) Y as variable modifications; 25 ppm of peptide
tolerance, 0.8 Da of MS/MS tolerance; max of 2 missed
cleavages, a peptide charge of +2, +3, or +4; and selection of
decoy database. Mascot .dat output files were imported in iSPY
and run through percolator for improved identification.42 In the
case of LOPIT, the peptides in the iSPY .tsv output files were
imported into R statistical programming environment (http://
www.r-project.org) and processed using the MSnbase infra-
structure.43 Only unique peptides identified by spectra with
posterior error probabilities smaller than 0.01 were retained.
Also, peptides with a cumulative iTRAQ reporter ion intensity
of less than 10 000 ions were discarded. Peptides were merged
into proteins and the iTRAQ reporter ion intensities were
normalized to six ratios (114/115, 114/116, 114/117, 115/116,
115/117, 116/117), and then each protein abundance was
further normalized across its six ratios by sum. The iTRAQ
reporter ion intensities of peptides of the same protein were
averaged in an intensity-dependent manner.
For the identification of proteins in the immunoisolations,

only proteins with a final protein error probability less than
0.01 were included in the final data set.

Machine Learning and Multivariate Data Analysis

The Bioconductor44 package MSnbase (Gatto and Lilley, 2012,
version 1.9) and pRoloc (http://bioconductor.org/packages/
devel/bioc/html/pRoloc.html, version 1.1) for the R statistical
programming language (R Core Team, 2013, version 3.1) were
used for handling of the quantitative proteomics data and the
protein-localization prediction.
The assignment of proteins to the TGN compartment was a

two-step process that involved a first initial application of the
phenoDisco novelty detection algorithm (Breckels et al., 2013)
to identify and confirm the existence of a distinct TGN cluster
and second a supervised machine learning classification using
the K-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm for final protein
localization assignment.
The phenoDisco algorithm in the pRoloc package is a

semisupervised novelty detection algorithm that is able to
identify novel clusters of which the algorithm has no prior
knowledge, which represent putative subcellular niches in
quantitative organelle proteomics data. Here we applied the
phenoDisco algorithm prior to protein localization assignment
for two reasons: (1) to test the existence of a well-define TGN
structure within the data and (2) to extract a training set of
markers to be used to train a supervised protein localization
classifier for protein localization assignment. The phenoDisco
algorithm and its application including the specific parameters
used to run this analysis are described in detail in the
supporting methods in the Supporting Information.
Following identification of a phenotype cluster that

represented the TGN, additional TGN markers were able to
be extracted and used as input-labeled training examples for
three independent k-NN supervised machine learning classi-

fication experiments (one for LOPIT 1, 2A, and 2B). The k-
NN algorithm is an established instance-based learning method
based on the notion that the instances within a data set
generally exist in close proximity to other instances with similar
properties. In k-NN, an instance, that is, a protein, is classified
by a majority vote of its k neighbors; if the neighboring proteins
are labeled with one of the classes in the training set, then the
value of the label of an unclassified instance can be determined
by observing the class of its nearest neighbors. The relative
distance between instances is determined using a distance
metric (here Euclidean). As previously mentioned, to classify
proteins to subcellular compartments using supervised machine
learning requires a set of labeled training examples, that is,
protein profiles of known localization, to train a classifier. This
involves optimization of classifier parameters. Proteins of
unknown localization to a specific subcellular niche can then
be matched to a specific subcellular location using this training
data. For employment of the k-NN approach, the value of k for
each data set needs to be optimized. This was done using
stratified cross-validation as implemented in the pRoloc
software. (Specific implementation is described in the
supporting methods in the Supporting Information.) The
optimal value of k, to be used in the final classification, for each
individual data set was three.
Because our primary goal was to identify new TGN localized

proteins the classification problem was modeled as a binary
‘TGN vs other’ experiment in which one class contained solely
TGN markers and the class “other” class grouped non-TGN
markers from other organelles, these specifically included
markers from the plasma membrane (PM), mitochondrion
(MT), chloroplast (CL), vacuole (V), endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), and Golgi apparatus (GA). The input TGN marker set
for protein assignment was generated from curation of the
phenoDisco output, and information in the Uniprot database
and the literature and consisted of VHA-a1 (At2g28520),
RabA2b (At1g07410), YIP1 (At4g30260), Ran1 (At5g44790),
RanBP1A (At1g07140), SYP41, 42, 43, and 61 (At5g26980,
At4g02195, At3g05710, AT1G28490), chloride channel protein
CLC-d (At5g26240), Scamp1 and 2 (At2g20840, At1g03550),
GAUT10 (At2g20807), putative uncharacterized protein
At4g21700 (At4g21700), and ECHIDNA (At1g09330). Using
the optimized value of k = 3, the three independent k-NN
experiments for the LOPIT 1, 2A, and 2B data sets were
conducted, and unknown proteins were assigned to the TGN
by majority vote.

Selected Reaction Monitoring

SRM is a method that allows identification and quantitation of
targeted peptides of interest only with high specificity and
sensitivity. Here we developed SRM assays for the confirmation
of the quantitation of TGN markers and for TGN marker
proteins missing from the LOPIT data sets previously described
or present in low abundance and thus not quantifiable. The
top-three or -four most intense fragment ions, as measured by
the initial DDA analysis on the Orbitrap Velos when present,
plus the four iTRAQ reporter ions were included in the method
(seven to eight transitions). The measured peptide was
considered to be the target peptide, and the quantitation data
were subsequently used when three or four transitions (iTRAQ
reporter ions not included) could be measured at the same
chromatographic time point. SRMs were measured on a
Quattro Premier QQQ (Waters) coupled to a nanoAcuity
LC (Waters) (buffer A: HPLC H2O, 0.1% FA; buffer B 100%
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Figure 1. Workflow overview: The workflow consists of three parts: (a) immunoisolations, (b) gradient-based experiments combined with machine
learning analysis on which LOPIT is based, and (c) single reaction monitoring (SRM) experiments targeted at selected proteins in the gradient
experiments. Central to the analysis are the three probability-based iTRAQ-labeled gradient experiments, which form the basis of LOPIT and are
analyzed by machine learning methods. To increase the number of TGN proteins that are needed to perform a reliable supervised classification
method, we applied the semisupervised machine learning method phenoDisco. The outcome showed a cluster that included all three known TGN
markers and was therefore identified as the TGN cluster. Four proteins in this cluster were considered “guilty by association” and added to the TGN
marker set that was subsequently used for the three independent supervised k-NN machine learning experiments. SRMs were performed to test the
quality of the markers and putative markers or add quantitation data in the case of missing values to gain confidence in the quantitation data and
hence in the LOPIT and phenoDisco results. To take a protein into account as a possible TGN marker protein, a protein had to be labeled as a TGN
protein in at least two out of three of the machine learning experiments. If a protein appeared in only one or two of the LOPIT data sets, then the
protein must have been assigned TGN by the machine learning analysis in that single case or in both cases.
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ACN, 0.1% FA; 60 min gradient; 0−40 min: 3→40% buffer B,
40−45 min: 40%→100% buffer B, 45−60 min: 3% buffer B).
Settings of the QQQ during for SRM were: low mass/high
mass resolution (LM/HM) resolution 10, LM/HM 2
resolution 15, entrance and exit voltage: 1 V, multiplier 650
V, ion energy 1: 0.5, ion energy 2: 1.0, gas pressure: 8.63 ×
10−3, collision gas flow: 0.5. The voltage that was applied for
the collision-induced dissociation was parent-ion-specific
depending on mass and charge. The quantitation of the
peptides was performed by calculating the area of the iTRAQ
reporter ions using TargetLynx (Waters, version 4.1) and
normalizing the areas to one.

■ RESULTS

The overall experimental strategies employed to characterize
the Arabidopsis root TGN membrane proteome are shown in
Figure 1.

Identification of Proteins in VHA-a1 Immunoisolated
Fractions

Putative TGN membranes were immunoisolated using root
membranes from transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana plants
expressing VHA:a1-GFP, a TGN-localized protein (Dettmer
et al. 2006), by employing a GFP antibody. Immunoisolated
fractions were analyzed by Western blotting with antibodies
raised against GFP to detect VHA:a1-GFP, BiP (ER marker),
SYP21 (PVC marker), H+PPase (tonoplast marker), and VSR1
(TGN/PVC) to detect any contamination from other
organelles. As a control, the immunoisolation protocol was
performed from wild-type (Col-0) root membranes. As shown
in Figure 2A, the GFP antibody recognized a protein of the
expected molecular weight (130 kDa) in a total membrane

fraction from VHA:a1-GFP roots and also in the immunoiso-
lated fractions but not in membranes from wild-type (Col-0)
root. Immunoisolated fractions did not contain detectable
amounts of BiP (ER), SYP21 (PVC), or the H+-pyrophospha-
tase (tonoplast), suggesting low amounts of contaminant
organelles. Interestingly, immunoisolated fractions also con-
tained the vacuolar sorting receptor VSR1, which in Arabidopsis
thaliana roots has been shown to localize both to the PVC and
the TGN.45,46,9 Four immunoisolation experiments of the
VHA-a1 positive membrane fractions were performed and
generated 194, 496, 224, and 308 proteins with a type-1 error
cut off of 1.0 × 10−2 (1%),respectively. The VHA-a1 protein
was not detected in three of four negative controls and was only
present in minor amounts in the fourth immunoisolation (type
1 error 4.23 × 10−4 compared with 6.34 × 10−149), which
suggests that the proteins detected in the VHA-a1 immunoiso-
lated fractions were specifically associated with the VHA-a1
positive membranes.
Twenty-eight proteins were present in all 4 immunoisola-

tions, and 77 were present in 3 out of 4 immunoisolated
fractions (Figure 2B, Supplemental Table 1 in the Supporting
Information). Several TGN marker proteins were among these
including VPS45 (At1g77140), the syntaxins SYP42, SYP43,
and SYP61 (At4g02195, At3g05710, At1g28490), YIP1
(At4g30260), and Ran1 (At5g44790). In addition, 36 proteins
were identified that were at least associated, although not
necessarily uniquely, with the TGN according to Uniprot,
showing that the immunoisolation specifically enriched for the
TGN. These included the vacuolar sorting receptor VSR7
(At4g20110), the cation-chloride co-transporter CCC1
(At1g30450), chloride channel protein CLC-d (At5g26240),
vesicle tethering components, including the transport protein
particle complexes (TRAPPs) (At5g54750 and At5g11040),
some of which have been shown to localize to the TGN in
yeast,47 and the GTPase RabD1 (At3g11730), which has been
shown to colocalize with RabD2A on Golgi and TGN and to
cluster upon BFA treatment.48

No distinction could be made here between proteins that had
multiple locations and proteins that reside exclusively in the
TGN, and indeed the list of identified proteins included 31
proteins for which there is no evidence that they are located in
the TGN. These 31 proteins could equally represent novel
TGN marker proteins, false positives from contaminating
membrane fractions, and proteins that were in transit to
another organelle. Examples of these were the phospholipid-
transporting ATPase 1, which is reputed to reside at the PM
(At5g04930),49 a probable methyltransferase PMT18 located in
the ER (At1g33170), and cobra-like protein 8 located at the
PM-cell wall interface (At3g16860).49,50 Strikingly, 48 proteins
had an association with the Golgi, which demonstrates the close
relationship between the TGN and the Golgi but at the same
time exemplifies the challenge of interpretation of protein data
sets coming from immunoisolation experiments.
This list of putative TGN proteins consisted of both

membrane proteins and nonmembrane proteins. Transmem-
brane hidden Markov modeling (TMHMM Server v. 2.0)
showed at least one membrane domain in 77/105 proteins, and
according to the Uniprot database, 46/105 proteins have at
least one membrane domain
In 2012, a list of proteins was published after immunoiso-

lation of a SYP61-containing vesicle fraction.22 SYP61 has been
annotated as a TGN protein and was included in our training
set as such. The SYP61 compartment immunoisolation

Figure 2. Immunoisolations. (A) Western Blot analysis of the
immunoisolated fractions using antibodies against GFP, to detect
the bait protein VHA-a1-GFP (TGN), and markers of ER (BiP), PVC
(SYP21), Golgi (Sec21), TGN/PVC (VSR1), tonoplast (H+PPase),
recycling endosomes (Sec7), or plasma membrane (H+ATPase). (B)
Venn diagram showing the number of proteins that were found in each
immunoisolation and the overlap (I.I. = immunoisolation). (C) Venn
diagram showing the amount of proteins found in the VHA-a1-GFP
immunoisolations and the SYP61 immunoisolations as performed by
Drakakaki et al (2012) and their overlap.
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Figure 3. Results and comparison of SRM analysis and DDA data of the TGN marker proteins used in this study (ECHIDNA, Ran1, VHA-a1,
SYP61, and YIP1) in all three experiments where detectable. Each line represents the iTRAQ distribution pattern of one proteotypic peptide which
was acquired by either the Orbitrap (Orbi) or the Triple Quadrupole (QqQ) mass spectrometers. These distribution patterns show a comparable
TGN iTRAQ distribution pattern in the same LOPIT data sets and a comparable iTRAQ distribution pattern between both methods emphasizing
the confidence of the iTRAQ quantitation of the TGN markers upon which novel TGN assignments are based. The vertical axis represents the
normalized-to-one intensity of the reporter ions (that are shown on the horizontal axis). The peptides were identified by measuring three or four
typical fragment ions (not being the iTRAQ fragment ions), which equates to seven to eight transitions being measured in total (including the
iTRAQ reporter ions) (N.D.: not detected).
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generated 147 hits, of which 47 were also found in at least three
out of four of the immunoisolations reported here (Figure 2C).
These included VPS45 (At1g77140), SYP42 and 43
(At4g02195, AT3G05710), YIP1 (At4g30260), Ran1
(At5g44790), and the two bait proteins SYP61 and VHA-a1
(At1g28490, At2g28520). Examples of additional proteins that
were in common between the immunoisolations described here
and the SYP61 proteome were the secretory carrier-associated
membrane protein 3 (SCAMP3, At1g61250), YIP1-like protein
(At3g05280), CESA1 (At4g32410), cation chloride cotrans-
porter 1 (CCC1, At1g30450), and callose synthase 9
(At3g07160).
In the Drakakaki data set, 60% of the proteins were predicted

or known to be associated with the endomembrane system
(Drakakaki et al., 2012). The other 40% had either unknown
localization or may have represented contaminating proteins or
cargo being transported through SYP61 positive vesicles. For
example, Callose synthase 12 (At4g03550) is associated with
the PM and Golgi apparatus, and the PM-type H(+)-ATPase
(At2g18960) is a PM marker and indicated as such in the
Uniprot database. SYP71 (AT3G09740), a marker for the ER,
was also found in the Drakakaki immunoisolations.22

Both of these studies exemplify the problem that arises with
proteomic studies that are solely based on immunoisolation
experiments. Although immunoisolations clearly enrich for
TGN proteins, they generate a black and white result, as a
result of which no distinction can be made between true marker
proteins, proteins that are shared by other organelles, and
proteins that are in transit or cargo proteins.
To better answer this question, we next compared the results

of the immunoisolations with data collected upon utilization of
the LOPIT technique, a method that is able to discriminate
between these cases by assigning probabilities to protein
localization.27,51,31

LOPIT Analysis of Arabidopsis Roots

The LOPIT data reported here represented the first such
experiment performed on a tissue containing multiple cell types
in plants. We noted that the quality of organelle separation was
sufficient for this study, albeit less profound than that observed
with Arabidopsis callus tissue, which is largely a source of
homogeneous cells.25 Previous studies in either a homogeneous
cell line (DT-4029) or a whole organism (Drosophila
embryos30), demonstrated similar observations where data
from heterogeneous sources represent an average subcellular
location for proteins within all of the different cell types
present.
The setup of the LOPIT experiments was primarily targeted

to membrane proteins for the following reasons: (1) membrane
proteins are the main focus of interest for this study because of
their pivotal role in signaling and trafficking; (2) it simplifies
the complexity of the sample, which leads to more membrane
protein identifications by mass spectrometry. For these reasons,
all LOPIT experiments discussed here underwent a carbonate
wash that removed nonmembrane proteins, as described in the
Materials and Methods section.
Two LOPIT experiments on Arabidopsis roots were

performed. The first consisted of a single 4-plex iTRAQ
labeling (LOPIT 1), and the second consisted of a double 4-
plex iTRAQ labeling (LOPIT 2A and 2B). After ultra-
centrifugation of the membrane fraction on a continuous
sucrose gradient, Western blots of the different fractions were
performed to check for the separation of organelles along the

gradient. The TGN, Golgi apparatus, and the endoplasmic
reticulum exhibited unique distributions (Supplemental Figure
1A,B in the Supporting Information). After first dimension
separation of peptides by high-pH reverse-phase chromatog-
raphy, 18 fractions were measured using LC−MS/MS, which
resulted in the identification and quantitation of 1340 proteins
for LOPIT 1 and 936 and 706 proteins for LOPIT 2A and 2B,
respectively (Supplemental Table 3A−C in the Supporting
Information). The TGN cluster was clearly separate from the
other organelles in all three data sets, as shown in the
Supplemental Figures 2A−C in the Supporting Information.
Further description of proteins present in the TGN cluster is
given below.

Selected Reaction Monitoring

SRM was performed for three reasons. First, SRM was carried
out as a confirmation and validation of the TGN marker
proteins used in LOPIT. Second, there were missing values of
TGN markers from the LOPIT data set because in data-
dependent tandem mass spectrometry only the most abundant
peptide ions are selected for fragmentation and subsequent
identification. Finally, SRM analysis was used to validate the
quantitation and hence assignment of novel TGN proteins.
Validation was deemed to be important because inaccurate
quantitation will lead to incorrect clustering and hence
incorrect protein assignments. A total of 51 SRM assays were
performed that were selected for tryptic peptides derived from
proteins associated with the TGN in this study, which included
the TGN markers VHA-a1, SYP61, Ran1, YIP1, and
ECHIDNA and potential novel TGN proteins (Supplemental
Table 4 in the Supporting Information). All TGN marker
proteins were confirmed by an SRM assay with the exception of
SYP61 in LOPIT 2B. SRM assays confirmed the presence and
quantification of the putative TGN proteins At1g61670.1 and
At5g60640.1 in LOPIT 2A and At1g64200.1 and At5g08540.1
in LOPIT 2B and the TGN marker protein VHA-a1 in LOPIT
2A
Figure 3 shows the normalized iTRAQ reporter ion

distribution patterns of VHA-a1, SYP61, Ran1, ECHIDNA,
and YIP1 for all three data sets. It demonstrates consistency
between the LOPIT data as collected using data-dependent
acquisition and the SRM data. The two data sets are thus
validatory of one another. Figure 3 also shows that the TGN
distribution patterns of these marker proteins in each data set
are comparable. For consistency, the data-dependent iTRAQ
quantitation data was used as default, and only in the case of
missing values was the data obtained by SRM superimposed
onto the final data set.

Identification of the TGN Cluster Using a Semisupervised
Learning Phenotype Discovery Approach

The reliability of novel assignments to organelles by supervised
classification methods increases by the number of markers that
are already known for the organelle of interest. This posed a
challenge for the identification of novel TGN proteins because
of the lack of sufficient TGN markers and the relatively low
abundance of the TGN in samples without enrichment. In
LOPIT 1, only six TGN marker proteins were found and in
LOPIT 2A and 2B only three and four TGN marker proteins
were identified, respectively. However, these markers showed
clear separate clusters (Supplemental Figure 2 in the
Supporting Information), demonstrating our success in adjust-
ing the gradient conditions to achieve separation of the TGN
from other organelles, which was necessary as the better the
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separation of the organelle of interest, the more reliable the
protein assignments will be.
A semisupervised organelle discovery approach phenoDisco

(Breckels et al., 2013) was applied to increase the number of
TGN markers. The phenoDisco algorithm employs a semi-
supervised novelty detection schema to identify additional
organelle clusters of gradient profiles, beyond those identified
solely by annotation. Here we employed phenoDisco to
determine whether a TGN cluster could be identified without
giving the algorithm any prior knowledge of its existence, that
is, any labeled TGN markers in the training data. Using this
approach, we identified two new phenotypes; phenotype 1, a
cluster of predominantly TGN localized proteins, and
phenotype 2, a small cluster containing cytoskeletal localized
proteins (Figure 4). The TGN cluster (phenotype 1) was
confirmed by the presence of the TGN marker proteins, Ran 1,
VHA-a1, and ECHIDNA. Phenotype 1 consists of an additional
five proteins, At4g12650, an endomembrane p70 protein, and
the uncharacterized protein At1g52780, both found before to
be associated with the TGN,33 the lung seven transmembrane
receptor family protein (At1g61670), and an uncharacterized
protein, At5g18520 (Table 1).52 The additional four TGN
proteins previously mentioned were added to the existing TGN
training set, thus increasing the training data set size for the
application of supervised machine learning protein localization
prediction experiments. Another protein in this cluster was the
protein At3g26520, but it has been reported as a tonoplast
protein in the literature, and thus it was decided not to add this
protein to the TGN training set for the sake of stringency. The
complete phenoDisco results are listed in Supplementary Table
2 in the Supporting Information.

TGN Protein Assignment Using the Supervised
Classification Method k-NN

A supervised K-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classification was
conducted in a binary ‘TGN vs other’ fashion to identify TGN

localized proteins. PCA plots showing the results from the k-
NN experiments on all LOPIT data sets are shown in the
Supplemental Figures 2A−C in the Supporting Information.
Following the addition of the four new TGN markers found
from the phenotype discovery analysis, the TGN markers set
available for the supervised k-NN classification increased to a
total of 10 TGN markers present in LOPIT 1 and to 7 and 8
TGN markers in LOPIT 2A and B, respectively. To achieve a
good generalization when employing such machine learning
approaches, one requires as many examples on which to train as
possible.
After k-NN analysis, 55 proteins were assigned TGN in

LOPIT 1, 22 in LOPIT 2A, and 28 proteins were assigned
TGN in LOPIT 2B (Supplemental Table 5 in the Supporting
Information). For a protein to be taken into account as a
possible TGN marker protein, it had to be labeled as a TGN
protein in at least two out of three of the machine learning
experiments. If a protein appeared in only one or two of the
LOPIT data sets, then the protein had to be assigned as TGN
by the machine learning analysis in that single case or both
cases. Forty-eight proteins fulfill these criteria (Supplemental

Figure 4. Principal components plot showing the phenoDisco results. As discussed in the supplementary methods, all three data sets were
concatenated for the phenoDisco analysis to increase the number of quantitative values per protein to increase organellar resolution. The algorithm
was given prior marker knowledge of the mitochondria, the Plasma Membrane, the ribosomes, the Golgi/Chloroplast and the vacuole/ER (A). Two
clusters were discovered from the phenoDisco analysis of which the first one contains the TGN markers VHA-a1, Ran1 and ECHIDNA (black filled
triangles) (B).

Table 1. phenoDisco Resultsa

protein ID protein description

1 At5g44790 Ran1
2 At2g28520 VHA-a1
3 At1g09330 ECHIDNA
4 At3g26520 aquaporin TIP1-2
5 At4g12650 endomembrane family protein 70
6 At5g18520 put. lung 7 transmemb. receptor
7 At1g52780 put. uncharac. protein
8 At1g61670 lung 7 transmemb. receptor family protein

aProteins that were identified by the phenoDisco algorithm to belong to
the same cluster that includes the TGN marker proteins Ran1, VHA-
a1, and ECHIDNA.
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Table 5 in the Supporting Information). Because the TGN
cluster overlapped with the ribosome cluster, our assignments
contain many ribosomes. We have left these out of the final
TGN marker set. Also, our aim was to obtain the TGN
membrane proteome, and for this reason our final TGN data
set consists only of proteins that had at least one trans-
membrane domain, as predicted by TMHMM. This led to a
final TGN putative membrane protein list that consists of 30
proteins (Table 2). This list includes probable methyl

transferases 12 and 26 (At5g06050, At5g64030), the vacuolar
sorting receptors VSR1, 3, and 6 (At3g52850, At2g14740,
At1g30900), and the proton pump VHA-g1 (At3g01390).

■ DISCUSSION
In this study, we have combined the data acquired using three
techniques, SRM, LOPIT, and computational modeling, to
create a stringent and robust TGN membrane protein data set,
and we have compared these results with immunoisolation data.
For the first time, a LOPIT data set is presented on

Arabidopsis thaliana root tissue. Because of its biological

complexity and practical difficulties, this tissue is challenging
to work with, but it will also generate more biologically
representative data than Callus cell suspension tissue.
Furthermore, biologically complex tissue will be subject to
organelle proteomics questions in the future, perhaps also
involving perturbation. This manuscript shows that LOPIT is
able to generate quality data even when the biological questions
are demanding.
In 2012, Drakakaki and colleagues published a data set of

TGN proteins based on the immunoisolation of a SYP61-
positive compartment.22 SYP61 is a known TGN marker and is
also present in the training set of proteins we applied in the
study presented here. The VHA-a1 immunoisolated fractions
described in this study show a 32% overlap (47/147) with the
published SYP61 compartment proteome, taking into account
only those proteins that were at least detected in three out of
four VHA-a1 immunoisolations. Some of these have already
been shown to locate to the TGN, for instance, SYP42 and
SYP43 or VTI12.53−55 The relatively poor overlap deftly
exemplifies the problem with this approach. As already
described by Drakakaki and coworkers, false positives are
present in the data set. For example, SYP121 (At3g11820),
SYP71 (At3g09740), and Ara2 (At1g06400) found in the
immunoisolation data sets are all PM proteins, as described in
literature, but are present in the final data set. The proteins
previously mentioned were identified in the LOPIT data set
and were distinctively and differently localized on the PCA plot
(Supplemental Table 6 and Supplemental Figure 3 in the
Supporting Information). This neatly demonstrates the
strength of LOPIT analysis that determines the steady-state
positions of proteins and hence is able to distinguish cargo and
contaminants from full-time residents of organelles. The
strength of a multidisciplinary approach may be further
exemplified by the following two examples. The glucan
synthase-like protein ATGSL5 (At4g03550), which was used
as a PM marker in our training set, clusters with the PM, is
considered to be a PM protein in the literature,56 but was found
in three out of four VHA-a1 immunoisolation experiments and
is also present in the Drakakaki data set. SRMs were performed
to measure the VHA-a3 (At1g64200), which was assigned
TGN in LOPIT 1 but was missing from LOPIT 2A. After
adding SRM data for this protein, it was no longer assigned to
the TGN in LOPIT 2B. Hence this protein was not considered
as a TGN protein.
Not all proteins that were identified by immunoisolations but

were missing in LOPIT or assigned “other” should be
considered false positives. First, some of these proteins may
also be TGN residents, which are shared by other compart-
ments or proteins that traffic through the TGN or cargo
proteins. However, one of the aims of this study was to present
a TGN protein list consisting of proteins whose steady-state
position is within the TGN. For example, VTi12 (At1g26670)
that was found in the immunoisolations is involved in vesicle
docking of transport vesicles in the TGN but has also been
reported to localize to the Golgi and PVC.55 The protein was
identified in LOPIT 2A and 2B but was not assigned as TGN.
However, this does not mean it is a false positive; it clearly has a
function in the TGN and is a resident of the TGN, but it is not
included in our final data set because its steady-state location
does not coincide with the majority of the TGN marker set.
Second, TGN proteins found in both the VHA-a1 and SYP61
immunoisolations that are not identified in the LOPIT
experiments presented here, for example, the syntaxin SYP43

Table 2. Final List of TGN Markersa

protein ID protein name

1 At4g30260 YIP1
2 At5g44790 Ran1
3 At2g28520 VHA-a1
4 At1g28490 SYP61
5 At1g09330 ECHIDNA
6 At1g52780 put. uncharac. protein
7 At4g12650 endomembrane family protein 70
8 At1g30450 cation-chloride cotransporter 1
9 At3g21190 O-fucosyltransferase family protein
10 At3g26520 aquaporin TIP1−2
11 At2g14740 vacuolar-sorting receptor 3 (BP80A/VSR3)
12 At3g52850 BP80B/VSR1
13 At5g64030 probable methyltransferase PMT26
14 At1g13900 probable inactive purple acid phosphatase 2
15 At1g61670 lung 7 transmemb. receptor family protein
16 At1g08700 presenilin-like protein
17 At3g01390 V-type proton ATPase subunit G1 (VHA-G1)
18 At5g18520 put. lung 7 transmemb. receptor
19 At1g51630 O-fucosyltransferase family protein
20 At3g54300 vesicle-ass. memb. protein 727 (Vamp727)
21 At3g58460 uncharacterized protein
22 At1g30900 vacuolar-sorting receptor 6
23 At3g08630 put. uncharac. protein
24 At4g22750 probable S-acyltransferase
25 At3g04080 apyrase 1
26 At2g46890 oxidoreductase
27 At5g23040 uncharacterized protein
28 At1g12240 acid beta-fructofuranosidase 4
29 At5g06050 probable methyltransferase PMT12
30 At1g56340 calreticulin-1

aIf a protein appeared in only one or two of the LOPIT data sets, the
protein must have been assigned TGN by the machine learning
analysis to be included in the final stringent TGN list. If a protein
appeared in all three data sets, then it was assigned to the final TGN
list if it was labelled as a TGN protein in at least two out of three of
the machine learning experiments. This list includes membrane
proteins only. Proteins in red are the original TGN markers used and
identified in the analysis.
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(At3g05710, TGN57), could be low abundance proteins and
were therefore not identified. Third, the approach for LOPIT
and phenoDisco performed here was selective for membrane
proteins due to a carbonate wash, and hence nonmembrane
proteins were discarded during the process. The immunoiso-
lations, however, contained both membrane and nonmembrane
proteins (Supplementary Table 1 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). This may be the reason why only few proteins of the Rab
family were found in the data sets (not assigned TGN) but
were present in the immunoisolations.
The creation and application of a robust training set is key to

the accuracy of protein subcellular assignments using the
LOPIT data analysis pipeline. The training set applied in this
LOPIT analysis was very stringent, which decreased the
number of TGN markers available for use but concomitantly
decreased the chance of assigning proteins to the TGN
erroneously. TGN proteins with low confidence in the training
set can result in false assignments, which may perpetuate new
low-confidence assignments in subsequent LOPIT experiments
when these themselves are applied within new iterations of
training data. This effect is even more profound when small
training sets are used, as is the case for the TGN, where an
incorrect marker protein may significantly bias assignments.
Conversely, more reliable TGN markers in the training set lead
to additional and more reliable identifications of TGN markers
in subsequent data sets.
The final stringent list of 30 TGN membrane proteins

including the TGN training set marker proteins share 10
proteins with the study of Drakakaki et al.22 These 10 proteins
include the proteins that constitute our training set: VHA-a1,
SYP61, YIP1, Ran1, and ECHIDNA. In addition, the
overlapping list includes VSR3 (At2g14740), the uncharac-
terized protein At1g52780, the cation chloride cotransporter 1
(CCC1, At1g30450), the S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent
methyltransferase PMT26 (At5g64030), and the putatative
lung 7 transmembrane receptor (At5g18520).
The proteins that were not present in the data set of

Drakakaki but present in our final high stringency list include
the endomembrane family protein 70 (EMP70) (At4g12650), a
yeast homologue-related protein that has been shown to
localize to early endosomal compartments and to be required
for endosomal sorting.58 Furthermore, the list includes the
SNARE VAMP27 (Vesicle-associated membrane protein 727,
At3g54300), which has been shown to localize on subpopu-
lations of FM4-64-stained endosomes but not at the PM.17b,59

We also find presenilin-1 (At1g08700), a protein similar to
animal presenilin, a component of the gamma-secretase
complex, which may function in endosomes and the TGN in
animal cells,60,61 two O-fucosyltransferase family proteins
(At3g21190, At1g51630), and the vacuolar sorting receptors
VSR1 and 6 (At3g52850, At1g30900). The presence of VSRs in
the final list is consistent with the presence of VSR1 in the
immunoisolated fractions (Figure 2A) and with their role in the
transport of cargo proteins at the TGN for vacuolar transport
via the PVC.62 The list includes PAP2 (probable inactive purple
acide phosphatase 2 (At1g13900), calreticulin (At1g56340),
apyrase (At3g04080), oxidoreductase (At2g46890), acid beta-
fructofuranosidase 4 (At1g12240), the uncharacterized proteins
At3g08630, At5g23040, and At3g58460, VHA-g1 (At3g01390),
which is described to have multiple localizations63,64 but in this
study was shown to have a steady-state position in the TGN,
the lung 7 transmembrane receptor family protein
(At1g61670), Tip1−2 (At3g26520) (present on multiple

localization according to Uniprot but again the steady in this
data set is TGN), and the DHHC-type zinc finger family
protein (At4g22750).
Here we have shown that LOPIT offers opportunities to

study organelle residency because LOPIT is a gradient-based
technique that generates probabilities for protein localization
instead of generating a black and white list, which is paramount
to the analysis strategy we have employed in this study. It
returns information about the steady-state protein localization
in subcellular compartments simultaneously and is able to
dissect this from proteins present in more than one organelle
and cargo proteins en route to other cellular destinations. The
phenotype discovery algorithm (phenoDisco) identifies organ-
elles and subcompartments present in the data without any
prior knowledge of their existence, adding value to the existence
of the TGN cluster as well as identifying proteins that can be
used in further supervised machine learning analysis. The SRM
experiments add confidence to the training set and the
identified proteins.
The approach is a “self-learning” system that is improved by

training such that old and new data sets can continuously be
interrogated, serving as a data set memory. The multi-
disciplinary-probability-based approach offers the possibility
to look at subtle dynamic changes in protein localization upon
perturbation of the system by ligands, gene knockout, disease
state, or differences in protein localization in developmental
stages. In these cases, it is even harder to distinguish between
cargo, proteins that have multiple localization, false positives,
true residents, and, additionally, proteins that change local-
ization as a result of the perturbation. The more data sets
available, the more reliable the outcome will be and the more
subtle the changes in relocalization that can be monitored.
This is a novel approach in organelle proteomics and will

assist in the assignment of proteins to smaller, more dynamic
organelles. It will also assist when more information is required
about the trafficking of many proteins in relation to their
function instead of assigning a list of proteins to well-
characterized organelles. The ultimate goal for the future will
be to have a systems overview of the spatial and temporal
dynamics of proteins and to elucidate cellular mechanisms to
gain biological insight impacting our understanding of
disease.23
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